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Abstract—We investigate the probability that the peak age of
information in a point-to-point communication system operating
over a multiantenna wireless fading channel exceeds a predeter-
mined value. The packets are scheduled according to a last-come
first-serve policy with preemption in service, and are transmit-
ted over the channel using a simple automatic repetition request
protocol. We consider quadrature phase shift keying modulation,
pilot-assisted transmission, maximum-likelihood channel estima-
tion, and mismatched scaled nearest-neighbor decoding. Our anal-
ysis, which exploits nonasymptotic tools in information theory, al-
lows one to determine, for a given information packet size, the
physical layer parameters such as the SNR, the number of trans-
mit and receive antennas, the amount of frequency diversity to
exploit, and the number of pilot symbols, to ensure that the system
operates below a target peak-age violation probability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emerging machine-type applications such as industrial au-
tomation and control, traffic safety through automated transporta-
tion, and tactile internet, require the availability of wireless com-
munication systems that can exchange short information packets
under stringent latency and reliability constraints [1]. Supporting
such a use case, commonly referred to as ultra-reliable low-
latency communications (URLLC), is a key objective of the
upcoming next-generation wireless cellular system (5G).
The design of URLLC systems operating over wireless fading
channels presents many challenges at the physical layer: i) infor-
mation packets may be generated sporadically, which implies
that channel state information (CSI) is typically not available at
transmitter and receiver; ii) frequency diversity and spatial diver-
sity through the use of multiple antennas need to be exploited
simultaneously to achieve the desired reliability levels [2]–[4];
iii) since latency constraints impose the transmission of short
coded packets, one needs to account for finite blocklength effects
in performance analyses [5], by using more sophisticated tools
than the classical outage and ergodic capacity formulas [1].
The packet size is, however, not the only factor that determines
the communication latency. Another crucial factor is the queuing
delay resulting from the presence of a data stream. An important
performance metric in URLLC is then the probability that the
latency of a packet, including both coding and queuing delay
exceeds a given value. Such metric, which we shall refer to
as delay violation probability, has been recently characterized
in [6] using a network-calculus upper bound [7] in the context
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of short-packet transmission over fading channels in the pres-
ence of imperfect CSI at the transmitter. Furthermore, an exact
characterization of this metric was recently provided in [8] in
the context of transmission over a nonfading AWGN channel.
The queuing-delay violation probability has been upper-bounded
using the effective bandwidth framework [9] in the context of
downlink multiuser transmission [10] and the effective-capacity
framework [11] in the context of transmission over point-to-point
fading channels [12].
However, in some URLLC applications, minimizing the
packet delay violation probability, although relevant from a link-
layer viewpoint, may be misaligned with the actual requirements
at the application layer. Consider for example the case of factory
automation. There, the information packets exchanged over the
wireless medium may carry sensor data used to track a remote
process at a given destination. The relevant performance metric
in such a scenario is the freshness of the sensor data available at
the destination, rather than the delay of each packet [13]. Indeed,
packets that contain outdated sensor data are not of interest to the
destination and should simply be dropped rather than delivered
with low latency and high reliability.
In such a context, a more relevant performance metric is
the probability that the peak age of information (PAoI), which
describes the maximum time that is elapsed since the last update
was received at the destination (see, e.g, [14]), exceeds a prede-
termined value. We shall refer to this quantity as PAoI violation
probability.
While the delay violation probability may be equivalent to the
PAoI violation probability under the assumption of a constant
flow of packets, these two metrics can differ drastically in
other cases. For example, when packet transmissions are too
infrequent, there will be aging even when queuing and coding
delays are negligible. On the contrary, when packet transmissions
are subject to significant random delays, the throughput needs to
be limited in order to achieve a low age violation probability [15].
The steady-state distribution of the peak age of information
(from which the PAoI violation probability can be obtained)
was characterized in [14] for M/M/1 queues with system capac-
ity 1 and 2 with and without preemption in the queue. More
general queuing models, under the simplifying assumption that
all packets are informative and need to be delivered, were
considered in [16]. These two studies, however, used an abstract
model for the service process, which is too crude to capture the
coding aspects for packet transmission over wireless channels.
Recently, [13] analyzed PAoI and delay violation probability
under a more accurate model of channel coding. This model takes
advantage of recent results in finite-blocklength information
theory [5], [17] for general memoryless channels. Furthermore, a
new packet management scheme, which is based on a last-come
first-serve discipline with preemption in service (LCFS-S), is
analyzed. For the case in which packets are transmitted using a
simple automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol, this policy is
shown to outperform the three policies studied in [14] in terms
of PAoI violation probability.
Contributions: By combining the results in [3] and [13], we
perform an analysis of the AoI violation probability in a practical
wireless communication system. In particular, we extend the
analysis of the PAoI violation probability under LCFS-S and
simple ARQ transmission in [13] by dropping the memoryless
channel assumption. Specifically, we model the propagation
channel as a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), spatially
white, Rayleigh block-fading channel. As discussed in [3], this
model is relevant for 5G because it allows one to capture both
frequency, time, and spatial diversity. Indeed, in 5G, a codeword
may be divided into resource blocks that are transmitted on
different diversity branches, both in time, and frequency. Ex-
ploiting frequency diversity instead of time diversity is typically
preferable under latency constraints.
We consider the practically relevant case of quadrature phase
shift keying (QPSK) transmission, which is suitable for URLLC
because of the low data rate. Furthermore, we assume pilot-
assisted transmission, maximum-likelihood channel estimation
at the receiver, and a simple mismatched scaled nearest-neighbor
decoder that treats the estimated CSI as if it was perfect.
For a given number of information bits and a given coding
rate, our analysis allows one to determine the physical layer
parameters, i.e., number of antennas at the transmitter and the
receiver, the number of frequency diversity branches to code
over, the number of pilot symbols, and the SNR, that are needed
to not exceed a target PAoI violation probability.
Notation: Scalar quantities are denoted by normal font
letters whereas vectors and matrices are denoted by lowercase
and uppercase boldface letters, respectively. We denote the
distribution of a circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian ran-
dom variable with zero mean and variance σ2 by CN (0, σ2)
and by Geom(p) the distribution of a geometrically distributed
random variable with parameter p. The superscript (·)H denotes
Hermitian transposition and we write log(·) to denote the natural
logarithm. Finally, [a]+ stands for max{0, a}, ‖·‖ for the `2
norm, E[·] for the expectation operator, and GX(s) = E
[
sX
]
for the probability-generating function (PGF) of a nonnegative
integer random variable X .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a discrete-time setup in which time is organized in
channel uses over which a single complex-valued coded symbol
may be transmitted from each transmit antenna over the wireless
channel. We assume that, in each channel use, an information
packet consisting of k information bits reaches the transmitter
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Fig. 1: Top figure: a packet is successfully delivered after three ARQ
rounds. Bottom figure: after two unsuccessful ARQ rounds, the packet
under service is discarded because a new, fresher packet has become
available at the transmitter (preemption in service). The new packet is
successfully delivered after two ARQ rounds.
queue with probability λ. Hence, 1/λ is the average interarrival
time between successive information packets.
As in [13], we consider an LCFS queue discipline with system
capacity 1 and preemption in service. An arriving packet is stored
in the queue provided that the queue is empty. Specifically, upon
the arrival of a new information packet, if the system is busy, the
packet under service is discarded, and the transmission of the
new packet commences—see Fig. 1.
The service process operates as follows: each information
packet is mapped into a coded packet of length n. Hence, the
transmission rate is R = k/n. We assume that time is organized
into frames of length n channel uses, and that a new coded
packet is transmitted starting from the first available frame using
a simple ARQ protocol. Specifically, if the receiver decodes
the coded packet successfully, it sends an ACK message to the
transmitter, which removes the packet from the queue. If the
packet is not decoded successfully, the receiver sends a NACK
and the coded packet is retransmitted. For simplicity, we adopt
the common assumption of perfect error detection at the receiver
and instantaneous error-free ACK/NACK transmission.
As in [3], the propagation channel is modeled as a spatially
white MIMO Rayleigh memoryless block-fading channel with
mt transmit and mr receive antennas. Specifically, we assume
that each packet spans ` coherence blocks of size nc channel
uses, so that n = `nc. This model is relevant for multicarrier-
based systems like 5G in which one can exploit different degrees
of frequency diversity (captured in our model by the parameter `)
by spacing the resource blocks sufficiently far apart in frequency.
Obviously, for a fixed packet size n, the larger `, the smaller the
size nc of the coherence block, and, hence, the larger the channel
estimation overhead in the no-CSI case of interest in this study.
The signal received during coherence block j ∈ {1, . . . , `} is
given by
Yj = HjXj +Wj (1)
where Xj ∈ Cmt×nc is the channel input; Yj ∈ Cmr×nc is
the channel output;Hj ∈ Cmr×mt is the fading matrix, whose
entries are drawn independently from a CN (0, 1) distribution;
finally, Wj ∈ Cmr×nc , whose entries are again drawn inde-
pendently from a CN (0, 1) distribution, models the additive
Gaussian noise. We assume that the matrices Hj and Wj
are mutually independent and take independent values across
coherence blocks. Furthermore, we assume that the probability
distribution of (Hj ,Wj) does not depend on the input signal.
Finally, no a priori knowledge of the realization of the fading
matrices {Hj} is available at the transmitter and the receiver.
This implies that no-CSI is available.
To enable channel estimation at the receiver, we consider pilot-
assisted transmission, according to which pilot symbols known
by the receiver are embedded in the signal to be transmitted
in each block. Specifically, we assume thatXj = [X
(p)
j X
(d)
j ]
where X(p)j ∈ Cmt×np , with 1 ≤ np < nc, is a deterministic
matrix containing orthogonal sequences of np pilot symbols in
each row, andX(d)j ∈ Cmt×(nc−np) contains the data symbols.
Although our framework is general and holds for arbitrary
input distributions, we shall assume for simplicity that both pilot
and data symbols are drawn from a QPSK constellation and that
each symbol has power ρ/mt. Note that since the noise in (1)
has unit variance, we can interpret ρ as the SNR.
We assume that the receiver uses the pilot symbols to compute
a maximum likelihood estimate Ĥj of the fading matrix Hj ,
j = 1, . . . , `. The estimate is then used to perform mismatched
scaled nearest neighbor decoding to determine the transmitted
codeword. Specifically, let Yj = [Y
(p)
j Y
(d)
j ] where Y
(p)
j and
Y
(d)
j contain the received symbols corresponding to the transmit-
ted pilot and data symbols, respectively. As in [18], the receiver
computes Ĥj as
Ĥj =
mt
ρnp
Y
(p)
j
(
X
(p)
j
)H
. (2)
The decoder then chooses the codeword {Xj}`j=1 that minimizes
the nearest-neighbor decoding metric
∏`
j=1 q(Xj ,Yj) where
q(Xj ,Yj) =
nc−np∏
i=1
exp
(
−‖y(d)j,i − Ĥjx(d)j,i ‖2
)
. (3)
Here, y(d)j,i and x
(d)
j,i denote the ith column of the matrices Y
(d)
j
andX(d)j , respectively.
III. PACKET ERROR PROBABILITY CHARACTERIZATION
THROUGH FINITE-BLOCKLENGTH INFORMATION THEORY
As we shall discuss in Section IV, a key ingredient to compute
the PAoI violation probability is the availability of a finite-
blocklength bound on the packet error probability achievable in a
single packet transmission (within the ARQ protocol), using the
modulation scheme and the decoder described in Section II, for a
given number of information bits, transmit and receive antennas,
diversity branches, size of the coherence block, and SNR.
Next, we provide one such finite-blocklength bound, which is
based on the random-coding union bound with parameter s [17]—
an adaptation of the random-coding union bound [5, Thm. 16]
to the case of mismatch decoding. This bound is stated in the
following theorem, which follows from [3, Thm. 1] (see also [18,
Thm. 3]).
Theorem 1: Fix an integer 1 ≤ np < nc and a real number
α ≥ 0. Let the generalized information density be defined as
ıα(Xj ,Yj) = log
q(Xj ,Yj)
α
EXj
[
q(Xj ,Yj)α
] . (4)
Here,Xj contains all symbols transmitted in the jth block, in
particular any symbol that may be used for pilot or data is
contained in Xj . Furthermore, the entries of Xj are drawn
independently and uniformly from the QPSK alphabet. The
matrix Yj contains the corresponding received symbols. Xj
is distributed as Xj , and is independent of both Xj and Yj .
The average packet error probability  achievable using the
modulation and decoding strategy described in Section II is
upper-bounded as
 ≤ ¯
= E
exp(−[(∑`
j=1
ıα(Xj ,Yj)
)
− log(2k − 1)
]+) . (5)
IV. PEAK AGE OF INFORMATION AND PEAK-AGE
VIOLATION PROBABILITY
We assume that each information packet carries a source-
encoded sample of a random process together with the time
at which the sample was taken. As time stamp, we use the
index of the frame in which the information packet entered the
queue. Let Tm be the time stamp carried by themth successfully
delivered packet (i.e., the packet was not discarded because of
preemption in service). Let Dm be the service time of the mth
successfully delivered packet. Then, the index of the most recent
packet received at the destination by time frame t is
m̂(t) = max{m : Tm +Dm ≤ t} (6)
and the corresponding time stamp is Tm̂(t). The age of informa-
tion is the discrete-time random process A(t) = t− Tm̂(t). The
PAoI Am is the value of A(t) just before the mth successfully
delivered packet is received. An example of the evolution of
A(t) for the LCFS-S policy described in Section II is depicted
in Fig. 2.
Let A be the steady-state PAoI. Note that, for our specific
setup, the steady-state PAoI distribution exists since the packet
interarrival times and the service times follow a geometric
distribution. For a target number of channel uses a, we define
the PAoI violation probability Pav(a) as the probability that the
PAoI at steady state A exceeds a/n [13, Sec. V], i.e.,
Pav(a) = P
[
A ≥ a
n
]
. (7)
Note that measuring the threshold a in channel uses rather than
in frames allows one to assess the impact on (7) of different
choices of the frame size. As in [13], [14], [16], it is convenient
to characterize Pav(a) indirectly through the PGF GA(s) of A.
The PAoI violation probability can then be determined through an
inverse transform, whose numerical evaluation can be performed
as discussed in [13, App. B].
Frames
A(t)
Packet arrival
Fig. 2: Evolution of the age of information for the LCFS-S policy. Note
that the second packet is discarded because, during its service time, a
fresher packet becomes available at the transmitter.
For the case of the LCFS-S policy described in Section II, and
for simple ARQ transmission with single-transmission packet
error probability ¯ given in (5), the PGF of A is given in the
following theorem, which is a simple adaptation of [13, Thm. 8].
Theorem 2: When packets arriving at average rate λ are
served with the LCFS-S policy using simple ARQ, the steady-
state PGF GA(s) of the PAoI is given by
GA(s) = GT (0)(s)
pGH(0)(s)
1− (1− p)GH(0)(s)
(8)
where
GH(0)(s) =
[
(1− ¯(1− λ)n)]s
1− ¯(1− λ)ns (9)
is the PGF of the conditional service time H(0) given that the
service is not preempted,
p =
1− ¯
1− ¯(1− λ)n (10)
is the probability that no preemption in service occurs,
GT (0)(s) =
GT (s)− (1− p)GH(0)(s)
p
(11)
is the PGF of the amount of time T (0) elapsed between two
packets, given that the first one is delivered successfully (no
preemption), and
GT (s) =
[
1− (1− λ)n]s
1− (1− λ)ns (12)
is the PGF of the amount of time T elapsed between the arrival
of two packets.
In the limit λ → 1, the PAoI violation probability Pav(a)
admits the following simple expression [13, Sec. VI]
lim
λ→1
Pav(a) = P[H ≥ a/n− 1] (13)
where H ∼ Geom(1− ¯).
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Fig. 3: Limiting PAoI violation probability Pav(a) as λ → 1 for the
LCFS-S policy combined with an ARQ protocol, as a function the
single-transmission packet error probability ¯.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we characterize the dependence of the PAoI
violation probability Pav(a) on the average packet arrival rate λ
and on the parameters of the underlying wireless fading channel,
such as the SNR, the number of available diversity branches,
and of transmit and receive antennas. Such parameters influence
Pav(a) through the single-transmission packet error probability ¯
in (5).
Throughout, we assume that the number of information bits
per packet is k = 30 and that a coded packet has size n = 100.
This yields a single-transmission rate R = 0.3 bits per channel
use.
To shed light on the dependence of Pav(a) on the packet-error
probability ¯, we first consider the asymptotic case λ→ 1, for
which Pav(a) admits the simple expression provided in (13).
The value of limλ→1 Pav(a) is illustrated in Fig. 3 as a function
of ¯, for the two cases a = 400 and a = 800 channel uses. As
expected, a lower packet error probability ¯ results in a lower
PAoI violation probability. The figure reveals that to achieve
a PAoI violation probability not exceeding 10−5, one needs
to design the physical layer so as to achieve a packet-error
probability ¯ below 3.2 × 10−3 for the case a = 400 channel
uses, and below 1.46× 10−1 for the case a = 800 channel uses.
In Fig. 4, we plot Pav(a) as a function of λ for the case a =
400, ¯ = 3.2 × 10−3 and the case a = 800, ¯ = 1.46 × 10−1.
The curves are obtained by using Theorem 2 together with the
numerical method described in [13, App. B] to evaluate Pav(a)
fromGA(s) in (8). As expected, both curves converge to 10−5 as
λ→ 1. Note also that an average packet arrival rateλ = 5×10−2
for the case a = 800, and λ = 9 × 10−2 for the case a = 400
is sufficient to operate close to the asymptotic limit of the PAoI
violation probability. This implies that, if the average packet
arrival rate can be controlled by the system designer, it should
be chosen so as not to exceed these two rates, since this would
only result in an increase in packet preemption, without any gain
in Pav(a).
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Fig. 4: Peak-age violation probability Pav(a) versus λ for the LCFS-S
policy combined with an ARQ protocol, for the two cases a = 400,
¯ = 3.2× 10−3 and a = 800, ¯ = 1.46× 10−1.
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Fig. 5: PAoI violation probability for the LCFS-S policy as a function
of λ. The behavior of Pav(a) is shown for different PAoI constraints a
and packet error probabilities ¯.
In Fig. 5, we investigate the dependence of Pav(a) on λ, ¯,
and a. As expected, Pav(a) decreases with a for a fixed ¯ for any
value of λ. The relation betweenPav(a) and ¯ for a fixed a differs
according to the value of the average arrival rate λ. Specifically,
when λ is small, Pav(a) depends weakly on ¯. Indeed, in this
regime, the PAoI violation event is triggered by the low arrival
rate of the information packets, and not by the errors at the
physical layer. On the contrary, when λ approaches one, these
errors are the main cause of PAoI violation events, and Pav(a)
becomes extremely sensitive to the value of ¯.
From Fig. 5, one notices that to satisfy a given Pav(a) target
for a given blocklength n and PAoI constraint a, a large enough
λ and a low enough ¯ are required. Next, we use Theorem 1 to
determine how to design the physical layer of the communication
system described in Section II to achieve Pav(a) ≤ 10−5 for
the case a = 400 and a = 800, which, for sufficiently large
average arrival rate λ, requires satisfying ¯ ≤ 3.2× 10−3 and
TABLE I: Optimal parameters in different fading scenarios to
achieve ¯ = 1.46× 10−1 (required for Pav(800) < 10−5 for a
sufficiently large λ).
mt ×mr ρ np
` = 2 2× 2 −3 dB 14
` = 5 1× 2 −2.75 dB 6
` = 20 1× 2 −1 dB 2
TABLE II: Optimal parameters in different fading scenarios to
achieve ¯ = 3.2 × 10−3 (required for Pav(400) < 10−5 for a
sufficiently large λ).
mt ×mr ρ np
` = 2 2× 2 0.25 dB 15
` = 5 2× 2 0 dB 6
` = 20 1× 2 0.75 dB 2
¯ ≤ 1.46× 10−1, respectively (see Fig. 4).
In Fig. 6, we plot the packet-error probability as a function
of the SNR ρ. We consider three scenarios: the case in which
a codeword spans a small (` = 2, nc = 50), a moderate
(` = 5, nc = 20), and a large (` = 20, nc = 5) number of
diversity branches. For a system bandwidth of 20 MHz, these
three scenarios correspond to a channel coherence bandwidth
of 10 MHz, 4 MHz, and 1 MHz, respectively, which is in line
with the channel models used in cellular-system standardization
activities [19]. We also consider four antenna configurations:
1 × 1, 1 × 2, 2 × 1, and 2 × 2. The results reported in Fig. 6
are obtained by optimizing ¯ in (5) over the number np of pilot
symbols and over the parameter α in (4).
These figures allow us to determine the best antenna configu-
ration and the corresponding SNR value required to achieve the
target error probabilities of ¯ ≤ 3.2×10−3 and ¯ ≤ 1.46×10−1
as a function of the number of diversity branches available.
The optimal parameters of the physical layer are summarized
in Table I and II, where we also report the optimum number
of pilot symbols per coherence block np. We note that for the
case ¯ = 1.46 × 10−1, which corresponds to a = 800, the
lowest required SNR ρ is achieved when ` = 2 and with a
2 × 2 antenna configuration. For the case ¯ = 3.2 × 10−3,
which corresponds to a = 400, the lowest required ρ is achieved
when ` = 5 and with a 2× 2 antenna configuration. A smaller
` yields the best performance for a = 800 because the large
target peak age allows for more ARQ rounds, which in turns
alleviate the requirements on the packet reliability during a single
transmission. On the contrary, the higher reliability required for
the case a = 400 makes it important to exploit diversity. It is
also evident from our results that using multiple antennas at the
receiver is beneficial to minimize the SNR ρ required not to
exceed the target PAoI violation probability. For example, for
the case ` = 20 and a = 400, a 1 × 2 antenna configuration
yields a target SNR of ρ = 0.75 dB, whereas a 1 × 1 antenna
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Fig. 6: Single-transmission packet-error probability ¯ versus SNR ρ for k = 30 and n = 100 and for different number of transmit and receive
antennas and different number of diversity branches.
configuration results in a target SNR of ρ = 4 dB. Note also that
when the number of diversity branches is large and the coherence
block is small (see Fig. 6c), the 1 × 2 antenna configuration
outperforms the 2 × 2 antenna configuration, since it requires
fewer pilot symbols to estimate the fading channel.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a characterization of the PAoI violation prob-
ability in a wireless communication system employing ARQ
and an LCFS packet management policy with system capacity
1 and preemption in service. In contrast to previous studies
in the literature, the transmission of the information packets
at the physical layer is modeled in detail by using a MIMO
Rayleigh block-fading channel model. Furthermore, the packet-
error probability achievable over this channel for a given packet
size and transmission rate is characterized using a bound from
finite-blocklength information theory.
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, our analysis allows one to determine
the packet-error probability to target in order not to exceed a
given PAoI violation probability. Furthermore, as illustrated in
Table I and II, one can derive from this target probability concrete
insights on the design of the physical layer of the wireless
communication system, such as the SNR at which to operate, the
number of transmit and receive antennas to use, and the number
of pilot symbols to transmit in order to estimate the channel.
The analysis presented in this paper can be readily extended
to more general fading models. Further generalizations include
the characterization of the impact of interferers, the overhead
due to packet detection, extensions to hybrid ARQ, and packet
generation at will.
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